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ABSTRACT
The architect for the Dr Chau Chak Wing Building at the University of Technology, Sydney, was Frank Gehry
of Gehry Partners LLP in association with Daryl Jackson Robin Dyke Architects. Arup has been engaged as the
structural consultant. This paper describes the structural design and construction of the unusual glulam and TCC
(timber concrete composite) structure erected within the foyer of the building. The ‘logs’ comprising the wall
of the structure are 450mm x 650mm glulam, fabricated from radiata pine. Inside the oval-shaped structure
are two levels of 10m spanning TCC floors which use a V-notch shear connection method, itself the subject of a
research program at the University’s Faculty of Engineering and IT.
1 INTRODUCTION

2 WALL STRUCTURE

The Dr Chau Chak Wing Building is the new premises

The 142 glulam ‘logs’ that comprise the wall structure

for the Business School at the University of Technology,

are 450mm wide by 650mm deep, stacked to a height

Sydney. Architects for the building were Frank Gehry

of 10.4m (Fig. 1). The lowest layer of logs is fixed to

of Gehry Partners LLP in association with Daryl Jackson

the foyer RC floor slab with pairs of M20 Grade 8.8

Robin Dyke Architects. Within the foyer stands the

mechanical anchors.

2-storey Oval Room, used for special meetings and
seminars.

Extensive computer modelling was carried out to
determine risk of uplift at log-to-log interfaces, risk

The Oval Room structure comprises glulam beams or

of overturning of individual logs, and horizontal shear

‘logs’ stacked to a height of 10.4m, with 10m spanning

demand at log interfaces (Fig. 2) due to dead loads.

TCC (timber concrete composite) floors at first and
second floor levels.

The log-to-log connection detail chosen comprised
4 vertical screws per log (SFS Intec System WR-T-

The client for the project was UTS Facility Management

13x750) set out in 2 pairs and installed from the top

Operations. Arup was structural consultant (team

of each log down pre-drilled holes that were oversized

leader

main

for their top 520mm (Figs. 4,5,6). That way only a

contractor, and TimberLab Solutions Ltd (Auckland)

George

Cunha),

Lend

Lease

was

short length of screw flight was engaged above and

supplied and fabricated the glued laminated timber.

below the log interface, to minimise the risk from

The building was opened in 2014.

restraint-of-shrinkage cracking.
The first computer analysis assumed all screws were in
place and the results indicated that some screws were
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in tension under self-weight of the logs due to the
irregular geometry of the stack. In subsequent runs,
tension screws were removed in random sequences to
simulate unexpected problems with installation and
to demonstrate that log overturning would not occur
even under such conditions.
Seismic loading was the critical lateral loading
condition for checking strength and stability of the
completed log wall structure. As noted, the pattern
of the stacked logs also created a few instances of
tension in screws at log interfaces under gravity
loading.
To accommodate any tolerance requirements that
arose during erection, circular hardwood bearing
shims (JD4 to AS1720.1, 160mm diameter) of thickness
6mm +/- 2mm were provided at each screw location.
The shims were screwed to the lower log, to provide
a positive path for horizontal shear load to pass from
log to log.

Figure 1: Stacked glulam wall structure of the Oval Room
(photo credit Gehry Partners LLP)

Figure 4: Typical layer of ‘logs’

Figure 5: Typical log-to-log connection layout

Modelling demonstrated that the log wall was quite
Figure 2: Structural analysis model of the wall with
explicit links at screw locations

capable of carrying its own weight and associated
lateral forces. However it was decided to introduce
a steel ring beam at each of the two suspended floor
levels to carry the 10m spanning TCC floors, with the
ring beams supported on steel posts and stabilised
back to the adjacent concrete floor slabs of the
main building structure. This separation of floors and
wall for vertical loads meant the floors would not
be subject to vertical movements arising from any
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Figure 6: Section through typical log-to-log connection

moisture induced movement of the stacked logs, so
floor links to the main building structure adjacent
could be simplified.
Before adopting the steel frame solution for floor
support,

alternative

structural

schemes

were

considered using the log wall to support the floors
directly, but were discarded for various reasons. One
scheme was to insert vertical reinforcement into each
glulam log at bearing locations, in the form of steel
screws, steel rods, or hardwood dowels, to reduce
cross-grain moisture movement effects in the stack of
logs. Another was to fabricate the glulam logs from a
timber product with sufficient vertical-grain material
to minimise vertical moisture movement, such as CLT

Figure 7: Steel ‘ring beam’ and columns set within the log
wall to carry the load of the TCC floors

Short steel SHS sections connect the log wall to the
ring beam at floor levels, with generous vertical slots
in the steel brackets screwed to the logs to allow
vertical moisture movement of the wall. Support to
the ends of the glulam beams onto the steel boxsection ring beam is by Sherpa connectors.
Stability of the whole structure is provided by
diaphragm action in the concrete topping slab of the
TCC floors. Diaphragm shear forces are received by
the concrete floor slabs of the main building adjacent.
The couple arising from any lateral shearing action
is received by longitudinal forces in the glulam floor
beams, which are shear-connected to the topping

or cross-banded LVL.

slab.

The need to attach an external staircase to the Oval

Glazing panels are installed between the ends of

Room was also a factor in the choice of structural
solution. To fix the flights and landings directly to
the face of the log wall would have led to complex
joint details to receive cantilever moments. The steel
frame offered a much simpler solution for fixing the
stair, based on a single steel cantilever support to the

some of the glulam logs in the wall, to provide
visual connection between inside and outside of the
Oval Room. The glazing is sealed to the logs with
flexible sealant to provide acoustic insulation with
gaps providing accommodation of vertical timber
movement.

stair spine beams.
In the steel frame chosen, steel ring beams support the
edge of each of the two timber-concrete composite
floors and are 350mm x 530mm Grade 350 plated box
sections (Fig. 7). The columns are 400 WC 181 kg/m
sections. All joints are full-strength butt welded,
given the ring beams experience combined bending
and torsion due to their cranked configuration within
the oval-shaped log wall. Fireproofing to the steel
frame is provided by 20mm fire-rated plasterboard,
with timber cladding to finish.
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3 FLOOR STRUCTURE
The timber concrete composite floors are near midheight and near the top of the 10.4m tall structure,
and span up to 10m. The floors comprise glulam beams
up to 450mm by 630mm deep at 1500mm centres,
with a 120mm reinforced concrete topping slab. The
method of shear connection chosen was by V-shaped
notches in the top edge of the glulam beams, with
vertical coach screws at notch locations to anchor the
slab (Fig. 8).
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Figure 11: Shear connection detail for TCC beam

were carried out at UTS and results developed into
design guidance, including the requirement for even
spacing of notches in the end quarter-spans, and a
minimum notch spacing formula based on depth of
Figure 8: TCC floor beams before fixing of formwork for
topping slab

This shear connection detail had been researched
extensively by Professor Keith Crews of UTS Faculty
of Engineering and IT for its performance at
ultimate limit state, short and long-term deflection
serviceability limit states, and dynamic serviceability
states, so there was comprehensive research data
available, including a TCC design guidance document
to which Arup had contributed as consultant.

beam. Limit state checks applied to the beams were
from AS1170.0 [3] and AS1170.1 [4], as follows:
• Ultimate limit state, short-term loading
• Ultimate limit state, long-term loading
• Serviceability limit state, short-term loading
(deflection limited to span/300)
• Serviceability limit state, long-term loading –
with creep (deflection limited to span/250)
• Serviceability limit state, vibration.
Of these criteria, long-term deflection was critical.
Regarding performance of the floor under fire
conditions, a 60 minute FRL (fire resistance level)
was required and was easily achieved by a charring
argument using the glulam beams alone, without
reliance on any composite action. Likewise charring

Figure 9: Section through TCC floor

of the glulam wall structure provides 60 minutes FRL
for the wall structure. Screw fixings between logs are
inset 100mm minimum from face of members and so
are also well-protected from fire.

4 STAIRS
Figure 10: Elevation on TCC beam

The design method used for the TCC beams was
based on the method in [1] which in turn is based on
the Gamma Method of Eurocode 5 [2]. Stiffness and
strength tests on trapezoidal and triangular notches
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A timber staircase wraps around one end of the Oval
Room. The stair treads are supported individually on
glulam spine beams 450mm x 650mm in section. The
spine beams are supported in turn by a cantilever
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Figure 12: Fitout of services following construction of the
lower TCC floor (photo credit Gehry Partners LLP)

extension of the steel box section ring beam at their

Figure 14: Stair spine beams and treads (construction
stage - balustrade yet to be installed)

upper ends, and by the main building concrete floor
slab at their lower ends (Fig. 13). Secondary spine
beams cross the primaries and provide support to
treads around the full arcing sweep of the stair (Fig.
14). Connector details for the spine beams generally
comprise twin steel plates slotted into the ends of the
beams, and secured with an array of 3 x 3 M16 Grade
4.6 bolts, with recessed and plugged heads and nuts
(Fig. 15).

Figure 13: Layout of stair treads and spine beams
Figure 15: Support detail at top end of a spine beam
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5 FLOOR DYNAMICS
5.1 Modelling Method
A common approach to predicting if a timber floor
will have satisfactory dynamic performance is to
check that the first natural frequency is higher than
8 Hz, based on Eurocode 5 [2]. This assumes that risk
of resonance will be minimised if the floor’s natural
modes are removed from the frequency range of likely
forcing functions from people walking.
Correlation between first frequency and vibration

Figure 16: FE model for dynamic analysis of floors

performance is not close enough to justify using

To generate composite action between timber and

frequency as the only criterion for performance

concrete, the two layers of elements were connected

however, as observed by Hamm et al [5]. They note

with a vertical offset element.

cases of unsatisfactory performance of light floors

This vertical element delivers shear between the

with frequency well above 8 Hz, and satisfactory
performance of heavier floors with frequency below
8 Hz. Mass, damping and disturbing force all need to
be taken into account for more reliable predictions.

timber and concrete elements. If the shear connection
were fully stiff, the offset distance would be equal to
the actual distance between the element axes. For the
Oval Room floors, shear delivery timber to concrete

Research was carried out on these issues in the UK in

is as shown in Fig.11. To take the shear flexibility of

the late 1990s and early 2000s, and footfall design

this connection system into account, a reduced height

guides were published by UK industry bodies [6,7].

of offset was used, so the combined cross-section

Arup was involved in the development of the guidance

in the model had an appropriately reduced bending

and have found it to be robust for floors of various

stiffness. The reduction was calculated using the

construction types and geometries. It was adopted for

method in [1] which is based on the gamma method

modelling the behaviour of the Oval Room floors.

from Eurocode 5, and found to give a reduced bending

5.2 Acceptability Criteria

stiffness of 63% of the full value. For modelling the
composite section formed by the concrete slab acting

In this guidance, acceptable levels of vibration for

with the steel ring beam, a fully stiff shear connection

human comfort are expressed in terms of a multiplier

was assumed, given the steel shear stud system used.

(or ‘response factor’ R) on the average threshold
of human perception defined in terms of root mean
square acceleration (AS2670 Part 1 [8]/ ISO 10137 [9]/
BS6472:1992 [10]). This allows for the fact that people
are more sensitive to some frequencies than others.

The timber beams are supported at one end by the
steel ring beam, and at the other by the concrete slab
of the main building floor adjacent to the Oval Room.
At both ends, simple vertical restraints were assumed,
but with rotational restraint as well at the steel ring

A response factor of R=8, ie 8 times the level of

beam support end. This support was provided by

vibration that can just be perceived by the average

Sherpa connectors, which were considered to provide

person, is the recommended criterion in [9] for a

good rotational as well as vertical restraint.

‘typical office’, and was adopted for the Oval Room.

At the end supported by the main building concrete

5.3 Modelling Assumptions

slab, the composite topping slab was not continuous

Natural modes of vibration of the floor plates were

with the main slab. Horizontal restraints were

predicted using modal analysis and a finite element
model, shown in Fig 16. The timber concrete
composite floors were modelled using separate layers
of elements for the concrete plates and the timber
beams. The beams were modelled with linear elements
and the concrete decking with bending capable shell
elements, assuming concrete with a dynamic modulus
of elasticity of 38,000 MPa as recommended in [6].
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therefore avoided at that end, to avoid generating
support moments in the timber-concrete composite
beams. On the other hand, at the end supported by
the steel ring beam, the topping slab was attached
to the ring beam via the shear studs, thereby adding
to the moment fixity already assumed from the
Sherpa connectors. Steel beam connections to the
main concrete slab were assumed to be fixed, given
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that typical steel connections tend to behave as if
continuous under dynamic loading [6].
The timber stair spine beam connection to the main
concrete slab was assumed to be pinned. Steel
columns were assumed to be fixed at their bottom
connections to the ground floor slab.
The stair spine beam connections to the steel

just a few isolated patches that were higher.
5.5 Performance as Measured On Site
Two types of tests were conducted on site:
• Impact (heeldrop) tests – to identify the
frequencies and damping of the natural modes of
vibration of the floors.

cantilever beam that supports the upper ends of the

• Walking tests, at 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 steps / second,

spine beams was released for axial and rotational

representing slow, medium and fast walking (and

movement. This was to ensure the cantilever beam

3.5 Hz on the stairs).

could move up and down freely without restraint
from the inclined spine beams in the model. While
the actual stiffness would be neither fixed or pinned,
the less stiff option was chosen to provide a more

The purpose of the tests was to:
• Confirm the approximate mode shapes and
natural frequencies of critical modes.

conservative dynamic result.

• Confirm structural damping levels.

Superimposed dead loads were estimated at 50 kg/

• Measure the peak response generated due

m . For modelling purposes, applicable live loads for

to a single person walking, to compare with

both TCC floor levels were also estimated at 50 kg/m2.

predictions.

2

Damping was assumed to be 2% for all modes. Walking

Natural frequencies were estimated from Fast Fourier

frequencies were assumed to be between 1.5 and 2.5

Transforms (FFT) of the impact test data. Typical FFT

Hz for a person walking on the floor and up to 3.5 Hz

plots are shown in Fig. 18. The first natural frequency

on the stairs, given people can walk faster on stairs

of the floors was found to be 8.6 Hz, with modeshape

than on floors.

as shown in Fig. 19.

5.4 Modelling Predictions

Damping was estimated by a logarithmic decrement

The lowest natural frequency of the floor plate

procedure, returning a value close to 2.0%.

according to the model was 9.4 Hz, with modeshape
as shown in Fig. 17.

Figure 17: First modeshape from dynamic model

Regarding vibration response, the highest R factors

Figure 18: Typical FFT plots

related to a person walking briskly down the stairs,
exciting the floor area just inside the Oval Room wall
adjacent. The area affected was very small however,
and most of the floor area returned R factors well
below the target of 8.
Under the action of a person walking on the floor
itself, there were also some areas where the model
returned resonant R factors higher than 8, though
transient response factors were generally lower, with
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Figure 19: First modeshape from test results
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using

stiffness and strength. Shook lengths ranged up to

accelerometers fixed to the floor while a single person

6m and averaged about 2.5m. The glue used was a

walked across the floor.

melamine fortified urea, to provide clear glue lines.

The weighted RMS method described in [6] was used to

Typical logs were first fabricated as half-members,

process the measured data, allowing a response factor

225mm x 650mm, which allowed planing on all sides

to be deduced. The walker’s mass was normalised

in TimberLab’s 2m x 300mm capacity Kupfermuhle

back to 76 kg as used in the modelling predictions, for

planer, prior to final glueing of the two halves to

comparison purposes.

produce the full 450mm x 650mm section (Fig. 20).

As predicted, the biggest response on the floor was

For the structural floor beams, the board stacking

caused by a person walking on the stair adjacent to the

pattern was staggered over the 450mm width of the

floor. The measured response factor peaked at about

beam section. That is, the beam was not assembled

3.4. R factors on the stair itself from a person walking

from two halves, but fabricated as a single section,

down the stairs peaked at about 8.2. Responses on

starting with edge-jointed layers 450mm wide.

The

vibration

response

was

measured

the floor from a person walking on the floor, were all
safely below the target of 8.

on TimberLab’s Weinmann WMP 240 5-axis bridge (Fig.

5.6 Model Predictions vs Measured Results
Correspondence

between

Finishing of these full sections was then carried out

modelling

predictions

and measured results was good for the first natural

21), which could execute clean cutting up to 700mm
of depth. Sanding followed the CNC cutting to provide
the required finish.

frequency (9.4 Hz vs 8.6 Hz respectively) and

The 5-axis Weinmann was also used to cut the shear

modeshapes (Fig. 17 cf Fig. 19), and the modelling

keys to the floor beams, and all other rebates, notches

assumption of 2% damping was confirmed by the

and tapers (Fig. 22). Corners were quarter-rounded

measured results.

and all surfaces sanded to a smooth finish. A first

Regarding vibration response of the floors, there were
areas where modelling predictions ranged above the
target maximum response factor of 8, while all the
test results were below 8. The most likely explanation

coat of Cabots Cabothane Clear water-based satin
sealant was applied in the fabrication shop, prior to
transport from Auckland to Sydney in 20ft and 40ft
box containers.

for the differences was inaccuracy in modelling, or
the inability of the walkers in the tests to excite the
floor given limitations on steady walking created by
fitout features like steps and fixed furniture.
Overall the dynamic performance of the floors as
observed was well within the acceptability criteria.
The model provided an accurate picture of frequency
and modeshape, and correctly predicted areas that
would be sensitive to excitation.

6 FABRICATION AND ERECTION
Timber for the glulam logs is radiata pine from forests
in the North Island of New Zealand. Fabrication was by
TimberLab Solutions Ltd of Auckland. Glulam pieces
varied in length from about 2m to 12m, with a typical
cross-section of 450mm x 650mm and tolerance target
of +1mm to +4mm, checked at fabrication shop before
transport to Sydney.
Strength grade of the glulam was GL10 to AS/NZS1328
[11]. All timber was mechanically graded to determine
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Figure 20: 450mm x 650mm glulam ‘log’
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The Oval Room is set in a tall foyer space within
the main reinforced concrete building which was
constructed first, so erection was constrained by the
concrete slab overhead. Hoist rails for lifting the logs
and beams were fixed to the underside of the slab.
An advantage was that the timber benefited from
weather protection during erection. Moisture content
of elements was nevertheless monitored regularly,
given the considerable height of cross-grain material
and the need to keep a close watch on vertical
tolerances.
Figure 21: Processing of TCC glulam beams on TimberLab’s
5-axis Weinmann WMP 240 (photo credit TimberLab)
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